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�� INTRODUCTION

To write a �history of system identi�cation� is a formi�
dable task and requires skills in science of history which
I do not have� It is therefore unavoidable that an es�
say like this will be strongly subjective� and re�ect my
background� my personal interests and my personal rec�
ollections� The limitations in this presentation are thus
set by my own background� I joined the Division of
Automatic Control at Lund University in Sweden as
a Ph�D� student in the summer of �	
�� This was im�
mediately after the second IFAC Symposium on Iden�
ti�cation in Prague� At that conference� �Astrom and
Eykho� had just presented their survey paper ��Astrom
and Eykho� �	
��� which later appeared in Automat�
ica� and became a very much cited reference for system
identi�cation�

I started to do research on persistently exciting signals
in �	
�� at the same time as I studied Tsypkin�s then
fairly recent work on stochastic approximation for re�
cursive estimation and �self learning�� Adaptive � or self
tuning � control was then the hot subject at Lund and
elsewhere in the control community� and much of my
own interest was focused around the problem of estab�
lishing convergence of adaptive control algorithms� That
lead me both to analysis of recursive algorithms and to
consistency questions for various identi�cation schemes�
which in turn resulted in my Ph�D� thesis �	
�� That
sets the stage for my interest in system identi�cation
and this also gives the limitations of the present paper�

There are few accounts of the history of system identi�
�cation in the literature� In addition to literature over�
views in textbooks and survey papers� the only really
�historic� article I know of is the one by Pieter Eykho�
in the Systems and Control Encyclopedia� �Eykho� �	�
��

�� SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION AS A RESEARCH
FIELD IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL

The term system identi�cation was coined by Lot� Zadeh
in �	��� �Zadeh �	���� He de�ned system identi�cation
as�

Identi�cation is the determination� on the
basis on input and output� of a system within

in a speci�ed class of systems� to which the
system under test is equivalent�

This de�nition is of course highly systems oriented� and
does not really re�ect the strong statistical �avor of
system identi�cation techniques� Nevertheless� the term
caught on and soon became the standard terminology
in the control community� On the other hand it has not
spread outside our own community� In statistics� econo�
metrics� geophysics� signal processing� etc�� where also
models of dynamic systems are build based on observed
input output data� other terms are used�

Of course� system identi�cation techniques have been
applied as long as we have had feedback control� Tran�
sient response analysis was actively used to tune PID
controllers� frequency analysis was used in conjunction
with classical Bode�Nichols synthesis etc� It was however
only with the advent of the so called modern control the�
ory around �	�� with explicit use of parametric models�
that more substantial activities in estimating systems
began� The construction of models did not pose itself
as a research challenge of the character �unsolved prob�
lem�� since several existing techniques in the statistical
�eld for time series could rather easily be adopted� The
early sixties were characterized by the development of
a variety of di�erent approaches to parameter estima�
tion in dynamic systems and estimating linear systems
in general� It could be said that system identi�cation
was established as a certi�ed research �eld within the
automatic control area in the middle of the sixties� At
the third IFAC Congress in London� �	�� a survey pa�
per� �Eykho� et al� �	��� on system identi�cation was
presented� A year later� �	�
� the �rst IFAC Symposium
on system identi�cation was organized in Prague� This
is now the longest running IFAC symposium series�

Since then system identi�cation has been an established
�eld of automatic control with regular sessions at all
general control meetings like the CDC and IFAC Cong�
ress� with special issues occuring now and then in the
major control journals etc� The number of papers on
system identi�cation related problems in international
control oriented conferences and journals must be of the
order ����



�� THE STATISTICAL ROOTS OF SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION

A fair amount of system identi�cation techniques and
theory rests upon a statistical foundation� In fact� the
inclusion of an input signal into time series analysis� and
the formulation of the parameter estimation in dynamic
systems as non linear regressions �or even linear regres�
sions� is not particularly deep nor di�cult�

This means of course that people like K� F� Gauss �Gauss
���	� and R� A� Fisher �Fisher �	��� and many other
famous mathematicians and statisticians have also laid
the foundations for system identi�cation�

A full �edged statistical perspective was brought into
the system identi�cation �eld� perhaps �rst in the paper
�Astrom and Bohlin who developed a maximum likeli�
hood method for ARMAXmodels in ��Astrom and Bohlin
�	���� A witness of this is for example that ten out of
twenty seven references in this paper are solid statistical
ones�

Otherwise� I think it must be said that the interac�
tion between the statistics area and system identi�ca�
tion �eld has been remarkably insigni�cant� in view of
the very close relationship between time series analysis
and non linear regression on one hand and system iden�
ti�cation on the other� A typical paper today on system
identi�cation would have much fewer references to the
statistical area then the just mentioned one�

Relatively few leading statisticians have taken part in
the development of system identi�cation� Manny Parzen�
Ted Hannan and Hiro Akaike are three signi�cant excep�
tions� The famous book by Box and Jenkins �Box and
Jenkins �	
�� has had a substantial in�uence in many
areas of engineering� but perhaps not as much in the
control area� despite that it actually partly deals with
control problems� A possible explanation is the division
of the publication and conference area� as far as I know�
George Box has not participated in a control meeting or
published any paper in a control oriented journal� On the
other hand Akaike participated in the IFAC Congress
in Helsinki and also written frequently in control ori�
ented journals� Ted Hannan had many personal contacts
with people in the control area� and also closely followed
the system identi�cation literature� Manny Parzen took
part� e�g�� in the IFAC Symposium in York�

�� THE UPS AND DOWNS OF SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION

System identi�cation represents the interface between
the world of mathematical models and the real world�

As such it is and will remain a fundamental problem
area� Any application of control theory to the real world
must in one way or another deal with the system iden�
ti�cation problem� On the other hand� system identi�
�cation has never really posed any well de�ned� open
problems� that have attracted many researchers simulta�
neous interest� �A noteworthy exception to this is the so
called errors�in�variable problem� as vigorously pointed
out and treated by Kalman� e�g�� �Kalman �	���� The
errors�in�variable problem concerns the problem where
both the input and output signals are measured with
errors of unknown character�� It is also an area with a
fairly low �entry threshold�� unlike� for example� non
linear control theory� there is not a heavy mathematical
machinery that has to be mastered in order to invent
and check out new estimation methods�

Perhaps this is the reason why the �status� of system
identi�cation research has gone up and down over the
years� The �rst decade of system identi�cation as an
established �eld� mid sixties to mid seventies� saw a very
intense development period and a lot of corresponding
general interest in the area� �Nevertheless even at the
�	
� Prague symposium on identi�cation� �Astrom and
Eykho� felt it necessary to defend research in the area�
They end their survey paper by the sentence� �Also after
the IFAC Prague� �	
� Symposium much work remains
to be done���

During the �	���s� though� there is a clear decline in the
interest of system identi�cation� It could be evidenced
by looking at the number of sessions at international
symposia and number of papers published in the jour�
nals� I could also exemplify this by the following� IFAC�s
Technical Board � which I was a member of �	�� � �		�
� wanted to show renewal initiative by not only creat�
ing new symposium series� but also discontinuing some�
At that point the system identi�cation symposia were
pointed out as a candidate to be abolished since �the
interest anyway had moved to adaptive control��

In view of this� the late eighties and the nineties have
shown a considerable rebirth of development of system
identi�cation techniques� More about that later� but I
could just mentioned that the �rst plenary on System
Identi�cation at an IFAC Congress was delivered in �		�
at the Sydney World Congress�

�� SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION AND IFAC

The development of system identi�cation has many IFAC
links� The most important of these is no doubt the se�
ries of symposia on system identi�cation that has been
arranged since �	�
� The list of organizers of this event



also contain many of the well known contributors to the
area�

What was the �hot topics� during these di�erent confer�
ences� Well� a sample of the proceedings� in conjunction
with personal and subjective recollections could give the
following list �which should be taken with a grain of
salt��

��� Prague� �	�
 �V� Strejc and V� Peterka��New meth�

ods�

��� Prague� �	
� �V� Strejc and V� Peterka��New meth�

ods and need for uni�cation�

��� The Hague� �	
� �P� Eykho��� Comparisons of meth�

ods�

��� Tiblisi� �	
� �N�S� Rajbmann�� Identi�cation in

closed loop�

��� Darmstadt� �	
	 �R� Isermann�� The intended use

of the model�

��� Washington D�C�� �	�� �G� Bekey and G� Saridis��
Non�technical Applications

�
� York� �	�� �H�A� Barker and P�C� Young�� Adap�
tation� Identi�ability

��� Beijing� �	�� �H�F� Chen and B� Liu�� Adaptation�
Signal Processing Applications

�	� Budapest� �		� �Cs� B�any�asz and L� Keviczky��
Identi�cation for control� New noise models�

���� Copenhagen� �		� �M� Blanke and T� Soderstrom��
Subspace techniques� New non�linear model types�

There is a clear dominance of Europe in this list� and
it is also a fact that European researchers have been�
relatively speaking� very active in the area of system
identi�cation�

�� PERIODS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

With a considerable amount of simpli�cation one can
distinguish the following periods in the development of
system identi�cation�

��� ��� ��	��� Development of the statistical roots�
��� �	����	
�� Proliferation of identi�cation methods�
��� �	
���	��� Consolidation of system identi�cation

theory and practice�
��� �	��� ���� Emerging new ideas without statistical

roots�

With a very crude approximation� the work in the dif�
ferent periods can be summarized as follows�

��� ��	
�� The statistical prehistory

This period essentially starts with Gauss� �Gauss ���	��
and ends around �	��� when explicit parametric models
become a major concern in the control community� Dur�
ing this period all the essential statistical concepts used
in System Identi�cation were developed� Of particular
use is of course linear regressions and the Least Squares
method� and its application to AR�models� �Mann and
Wald �	���� The concepts� tools and analysis for non�
linear regressions and the Maximum likelihood method
�Fisher �	���� �Wald �	�	�� �Cram�er �	���� naturally
also belong to the foundations of System Identi�cation�

Stochastic approximation� �Robbins and Monro �	����
was developed in the early ���ies� and would later turn
out to be a great source of inspiration for all on�line
�recursive� identi�cation techniques�

Several aspects of System Identi�cation are really just
variants of Time Series Analysis� and the vigorous devel�
opment both of spectral methods and parametric meth�
ods for time series starting from Yule �Yule �	�
�� would
have a profound impact on our �eld� At the end of
this period the very in�uential books �Grenander and
Rosenblatt �	�
� and �Blackman and Tukey �	�	� had
been published and somewhat later came �Whittle �	����
�Hannan �	
����Box and Jenkins �	
�� and �Jenkins
and Watts �	���� which all meant a lot to researchers in
the identi�cation area�

The parallel development in Econometrics for estimat�
ing models of economic dependencies for some reason
has had less impact on the Identi�cation �eld� An ex�
ception is the Instrumental Variable method for linear
regressions� �Reiers�l �	���� which has been very popu�
lar� also in control applications�

��� �	
���	�� Proliferation of identi�cation methods

The status of the identi�cation �eld �	
� was described
by �Astrom and Eykho� in ��Astrom and Eykho� �	
��
in the following way�

�The �eld of identi�cation is at the moment
rather bewildering� even for the so�called ex�
perts� Many di�erent methods are being anal�
ysed and treated� �New methods� are sug�
gested en masse� and� on the surface� the
�eld looks more like a bag of tricks than a
uni�ed subject��

To be true� this survey paper cites ��� references� vir�
tually all from �	����	
�� In addition� there had been
the survey papers� �Balakrishnan and Peterka �	�	��



�Eykho� �	���� �Cuenod and Sage �	��� and �Eykho�
et al� �	��� with another few hundred publications from
this decade�

What was the reason for this explosion of methods� We
can point to a few facts�

� It was immediate that the basic linear di�erence
equation for input�output relationships could be
written as a linear regression and that hence the
Least Squares method could be applied� If was also
soon clear that this lead to biased estimates� except
under very bene�cial noise situations� That opened
up an area for systematic approaches� as well as a
number of tricks to deal with this bias� This lead to
methods like �The tally principle�� �The extended
matrix method�� �Generalized Least Squares�� �The
instrumental Variable method�� �Repeated Least
Squares�� �Extended Least Squares�� �Panuska�s
method�� �The maximum likelihood method� �which
for a long time was essentially reserved for ARMAX
models� in the System Identi�cation literature�� etc�

� Spectral and correlation techniques for time series
were quite well developed� and it was natural to
use and adapt these for the estimation of control
systems�

� In addition to these statistics�oriented approaches�
it was also natural to take a systems� oriented view�
and start with the basic convolution relationship
between input and output� Several techniques for
deconvolution� realization� and function expansion
of the impulse response were developed�

Out of these many attempts� it was no doubt the port�
ing of the maximum likelihood method to dynamical
systems that would have the strongest impact on the
�eld in the long run� The application to ARMAX mod�
els in ��Astrom and Bohlin �	��� contains a complete
statistical setup� with a systematic approach to estima�
tion� including an asymptotic analysis of the estimate�s
properties�

The time was not really ripe for text books yet� One of
the �rst books that dealt with System Identi�cation was
�Lee �	���� It was followed by �Eykho� �	
��� �Mendel
�	
��� which very well sum up the developments of this
period�

��� �	���	��� Consolidation of system identi�cation theory

and practice

The survey paper ��Astrom and Eykho� �	
�� ends with
a wish that more e�orts be spent on uni�cation and com�
parisons� To a large extent� that was also what would
follow� Two main lines can be distinguished� Attempts

to see the connections between the di�erent approaches�
and more serious software work�

In the late sixties and early seventies� there was much
talk about the necessity to compare the many di�erent
methods� but not much was done� �Usually it was the
author�s own method that turned out to be the best
one�� An important reason for this was the di�culty
to exchange programs and data� �I spent four months
in �	
� just to convert a bunch of punched cards �
Stanton�s turbine alternator data � to a readable tape��
The computer and software development allowed and
lead to user friendly �i�e�� could be used by others than
the author� software packages for identi�cation� One of
the �rst and best known such interactive packages from
this period was IDPAC� ��Astrom �	���� developed at
Lund� but many similar and related ones were developed
at universities with identi�cation research� In addition
to allowing serious industrial applications� this develop�
ment had the important side e�ect that the researchers
started to understand each others� methods�

To make a long story short� the essense of the di�er�
ence in the methods was that they corresponded di�er�
ent noise assumptions and model structures� rather than
being �di�erent methods�� This allowed substantial sim�
pli�cation and contraction in describing the �eld� It also
shed light on the �comparisons�� While it sounds rea�
sonable to ask �Which is the better method��� it does
not make sense to ask �Which is the better model� in
general�� One simply has to have a variety of models on
one�s toolbox� and test them out on the actual data set�

This contraction was perhaps most pronounced for on�
line� recursive estimation algorithms� � �A Fiddler�s Par�
adise�� according to ��Astrom and Eykho� �	
�� �� as
summarized in �Ljung and Soderstrom �	���� The uni�
fying view of System Identi�cation as �non�linear re�

gression applied to dynamical systems� is also the back�
bone of the textbooks �Ljung �	�
� and �Soderstrom
and Stoica �	�	��

Experiment design and the in�uence of the experimental
conditions on the identi�cation result �including iden�
ti�cation in closed loop� was another important topic
in this period� Both could well be treated within the
statistical framework� simply put� it is a question of
computing and analysing the Fisher Information ma�
trix� An in�uential textbook from this period� with a
particular emphasis on experiment design� is �Goodwin
and Payne �	

��



��� �	�� � � Emerging new ideas without statistical roots�

At the mid �	���ies the statistical view of System Iden�
ti�cation had matured and settled� The traditional and
classical framework of parameter estimation had been
succesfully and coherently ported to the world of dy�
namic systems� �I would like to stress traditional and

classical� most of the more recent and advanced concepts
in statistical inference have still not found their way to
System Identi�cation�� The corresponding methods had
been found to be powerful and practical tools� and com�
mercial software packages started to appear� Was then
the area dead as an exciting research �eld� Even if some
people thought so at the time� it turned out not to be
the case�

What was awaiting was a number of di�erent topics that
had little or nothing to do with statistics� Some of the
more important ones can be listed as follows� �I do not
give any references in this section � this essay is not
intended to be a survey of the current status of the �eld��

Subspace Methods for State�Space Models� The systems
oriented approach to identi�cation � realization and de�
convolution � had met with limited early success� How�
ever� by the early 	��s� a realization based approach to
esitmating state�space models �i�e�� �rst �nd the states
from data� and only then estimate the system� � often
now called subspace method � had transpired to become
a most e�ective and useful method� in particular for
multivariable systems� This is in my mind the most in�
teresting development in the past decade�

Identi�cation for Control� Parallel with the develop�
ment of robust control theory came some criticism of
System Identi�cation for not providing relevant model
input for control design� �Part of that criticism was in
my mind unfair and based on an incorrect understand�
ing of the model validation process and the notion of
con�dence intervals�� That criticism has lead to a vari�
ety of activities�

� Evaluate the model properties in the frequency do�
main

� Device iterative schemes for experiment design� based
on the outcome of previous experiments

� Seek alternative ways of describing model errors
and disturbances

� Look into interpolation properties of the frequency
function �H��identi�cation��

Rejecting averaging properties of the noise Averaging
�ergodic� properties of the noise source �in particular be�

ing uncorrelated with input and�or reference signals� is
at the heart of the statistical approach� It is not unnat�
ural to question such ideal averaging features� This has
lead to several di�erent developments� The �unknown�
but�bounded� or �set�membership� approach� and other
algorithms that are robust to malign noise sequences
��worst case behaviour���

Non�linear black box models From a non�linear regres�
sion perspective there is basically no di�erence in es�
timating a linear or a non�linear system� we just need
some parametrization �function expansion� of the pre�
dictor� The early approaches using Volterra �Taylor� ex�
pansion had met mixed success� The �new� world of
expansions in terms of Neural Networks� Wavelet trans�
forms� Fuzzy models� etc� are important also for dynamic
systems�

Frequency domain data In many application areas� in
particular in mechanical systems� it is natural to collect
and store input�output data in the frequency domain�
There is a very interesting development of techniques to
work directly with such data�


� SOME FURTHER REMARKS

System identi�cation may seem to have had a slow and
steady development� I have not been able to point to any
big breakthroughs that have �changed the world�� In
fact our way of actually solving our identi�cation prob�
lems today are not all that di�erent from how Gauss
solved his � it is just that we have a larger collection of
model structures and better support� computationally
and methodically�

The computational development has of course made it
possible to carry out identi�cation tasks that would have
been intractable otherwise� but it has had a rather mi�
nor in�uence on the actual development of identi�ca�
tion methods� �An exception are the sub�space meth�
ods that are closely linked to computational linear alge�
bra�� Another side of the computing progress is that we
can now store and e�ciently work with very large data
sets� I don�t think that we have yet seen the impact of
that technology development on the System Identi�ca�
tion area�
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